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SUBIECT: CLETS/NCIC ENTRY, LOCATE,
CONFÏR}IATION & CLEARANCE

This is a revised operating procedure and supersedes all previous procedures pertaining to this

subject.

I. PI.]RPOSE

To clarify Deparfrnent policy and procedures regarding the entry, locating, confirmation
and clearance of CLETS and NCIC records.

POLICY

It is the policy of National City Police Departrnent, that all applicable laws and
regulations be followed when using the CLETS / NCIC networks. The following
procedures have been designed to ensure adherence to said laws and regulations, and shall
therefore be followed when dealing with information networking in missing persons,
license plate, frearms, stolen vehicle or serialized properly cases.

PROCEDI.JRES

A. Network Entrv

1. Dispatch

'When a record is submitted for entry into CLETS andior NCIC
networks, the entry operator will verify the identifying information
on the report using any supporting documents (ie: DMV printouts
for vehicle plates and VIN, CDL or ID card printouts for missing
persons).

After enffy, the entry operator will again verify that the

information entered matches that on the supporting documents.

II.

m.

b.
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If the case involves one license plate of a set being entered as

stolen, a caution code "L" must be entered in the caution code field

and a notation must be made in the 'MIS" field of the entry,

indicating front or rear plate missing.

When entering a vehicle into tlre stolen vehicle system that has a

license plate assigned to it by the Deparrnent of Motor Vehicles,

but the plate is not physically on the vehicle, the entry operator will
enter the plate into the license field, and will indicate in the

niscellaneous field "no plates on vehicle."

When a vehicle that has been entered as stolen by another agency is

used in a major crime in National City, at the Team Comma¡der's
discretion, or, in his absence, at the discretion of the shift
supervisor, Dispatch will be directed to contact the originating
agency and ask them to place a hold on the vehicle when it is

recovered, and add a caution code if applicable. The contact

person information given to the originating agency should include

the names of the crime-specific detective and the detective sergeant

and their respective phone numbers.

All adult missing person reports must be signed by the reporting'
party prior to entry into NCIC, (ref. NCIC Operating Manual, Part

8, Section t.2.1).

Supervisor

After the entry operator is finished with the report, a supervisor will
review the report to again verify that the information entered into the

network matches that on supporting documents.

Detectives

When a detective is assigned a stolen vehicle / vessel case or a theft with
serialized property involved, he/she shall ensure that:

a. The vehicle/property/ftrearm has been entered into CLETS/NCIC;
and

b. The identifying information actually entered into CLETS/NCIC
matches whatever is listed on any supporting documentation.

c.

d.

e.

f.

2.

3.
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Locate/Confirrnation

1. Confirming a "IIIT"

a. Ensure that the person/properfy inquired upon is identical to the

person/property identified in the record.

b. Ensure that the wallant, missing person report, or theft report is

still outstanding.

c. Consider/Resolve:

1. The extradition of a wanted person;

2. Information regarding the return of the missing persbn to

the appropriate authorities; or
3. Information regarding the return of stolen property to its

rightful owner..

Upon NCPD's locating a stolen article, vehicle or missing/wanted person

entered by another agency, NCPD personnel must confirm the entry with
the originating agency prior to arresting the wanted person, detaining the

missing person or seizing stolen propefy solely based on the "hit" record.

Upon confirmation, a report should be submitted to dispatch so that a

"locate" and confrrmation message may be sent to the originating agency.

'Wanted Persons

A locate should not be placed if the locating agency is outside of the

extradition limitations set forth in the record.

Record Keeping

The terminal-produced printout of the CLETS/NCIC record regardinþ the

case shall be retained and filed with the case in order to document probable

cause for the detention, arrest or seizure.

NCPD Confirmation for another agency's Locate

a. The original hardcopy case shall be pulled to determine the

identical match of located person/propefy to that in the case.

B.

2.

J.

4.

5.

6.
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NCPD must confirm that the person/theft report is still
outstanding.

If NCPD is unable to confirm the case within 10 minutes,

the estimated resea¡ch time will be relayed to the locating

agency.

C, Clearance/Cancellation of Entries

1. Clearance

Once another agency/NCPD has located and confirmed an article that

NCPD has entered into ttre system, or a missing person is located, the

report should be submitted to dispatch, who will "CLEAR" the record.

NOTE: In the case of missing persons, the assigned detective shall use PD

form 500-1 to route the case through Records and Dispatch to ensure

proper tracking of all aspects of the case.

Unfounded

If it is determined that a record is not valid, (eg., an entered vehicle was

never stolen), the record shall be "canceled" as "UNFOUNDED. "

Administrative

In a case where another agency asks us to clea¡ an impound so that they

may re-enter it again, þrior to the automatic 30 day purge for impounds),

the record should be canceled as "ADMÎ.[."

Release / Destroy / Auction

'Whenever any impounded article, fuearm or license plate is released,

destroyed or auctioned, the property clerk shall submit the signed release

slip or other supporting documentation with the original case to dispatch so

that the computer enfiry may be canceled and documentation of such entry

may be made.

Related Policies

CLETS, CJIS, and NCIC Training

2.

J.

4.
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